ABOUT ROYAL FLOWERS

Founded in 1991, Royal Flowers is one of the world’s leading suppliers of high-quality flowers. Our enterprise, which employs more than 1,000 people worldwide, consists of a Sales and Marketing operation in Miami, Florida, and more than 130 hectares under greenhouses in the Andean highlands of Ecuador. Here, we cultivate over 100 varieties of premium roses in perfect year-round growing conditions, as well as hydrangeas and other flowers and foliage. Over 10 million roses are exported per month to every corner of the globe.

PHILOSOPHY

Royal Flowers is committed to being a force for positive social and economic growth in the regions where we operate. We’ve partnered with longstanding organizations in Ecuador that enforce fair wages, provide medical care and fight child labor, and two of our farms have on-site medical centers that serve employees free of charge. Our valued workers also receive complimentary lunch and transportation to and from the farms each day.
Royal Flowers is serious about protecting the environment, and to that end we’ve partnered with sustainable farming associations focused on lowering the carbon footprint of Ecuadorian floriculture. We irrigate our farms with melting glaciers and rain water, and limit our use of pesticides, fungicides and non-recyclable materials. We also carry a number of important certifications that distinguish us from competitors:

**Rainforest Alliance**
Our flowers are from Rainforest Alliance Certified™ farms, which helps to ensure that Royal Flowers farms are managed according to rigorous environmental, social and economic standards. This important distinction conserves wildlife, safeguards soils and waterways, protects workers and their families, and supports local communities to help create long-term sustainability.

**More Profitable Sustainability**
MPS monitors each farm’s use of chemicals, as well as monthly water and energy consumption, and ensures the proper application and handling of chemical agents. This internationally recognized organization has awarded Royal Flowers with an A+ rating - its highest distinction.

**FlorEcuador**
FlorEcuador has a number of important functions: They ensure compliance with Ecuadorian legislation on social and environmental issues to promote sustainable farming; they work to minimize the environmental impact of Ecuadorian floriculture by limiting the use of pesticides and other chemicals; and they ensure that all employees are of legal working age, to help eliminate child labor.
THE ROSES OF ROYAL FLOWERS

RED
BLACK MAGIC
CHERRY LOVE
EXPLORER
FINALLY
FREEDOM
UNDERCOVER

ORANGE
CARELESS WHISPER
HIGH AND HAPPY
NINA
ORANGE CRUSH
SANTANA
SILANTOI
TYCOON
WOW

HOT PINK
HOT LADY
LOLA
PINK FLOYD!
PIZZAZZ
TOPAZ
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THE ROSES OF ROYAL FLOWERS

BREATHELESS | CHRISTA | ESPERANCE | IMPRESSION

JESSIKA | MOTHER OF PEARL | NENA | PINK MONDIAL

PINK XPRESSION | PRICELESS | RHOSLYN | ROSITA VENDELA | SAGA

SOPHIE | SWEET AKITO | SWEET UNIQUE | THRILL | TITANIC
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DEJA VU!
HUMMER
BRIGHTON
HIGH AND EXOTIC
IDOLE
STARDUST
TARA
TEQUILA SUNRISE
YELLOW BIKINI
YOKOHAMA

PEACH
CARPE DIEM+
CHABLIS
CUMBIA+
KAHALA
PEACH LOVE
PRIMAVERA
SHIMMER
SHUKRANI

TIFFANY!
TRUST
BRIGHTON
DEJA VU!
HIGH AND EXOTIC
HUMMER

YELLOW
REGATTA
STARDUST
PEACH LOVE
PRIMAVERA
SHIMMER
SHUKRANI
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AKITO  ALBA  CRÈME DE LA CRÈME  ESKIMO

MONDIAL  MOONSTONE  PASTELLA  PLAYA BLANCA

POLAR STAR  POLO  PROUD  QUEEN OF PEARL  QUICKSAND

SAHARA  SANDY  SNOWY JEWEL  TIBET!  VENDELA

WHITE CHOCOLATE  WHITE DOVE
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AVANT GARDE
BLUEBERRY
COOL WATER!

DEEP PURPLE
MOODY BLUES!
OCEAN SONG
PURPLE HAZE

PURPLE RAIN
SILVERY LIGHT
SKY GARDEN
SOULMATE!

GREEN
GREEN TEA
LIMONADA
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SPRAY ROSES

CORAL
CORAL DUCHESS

YELLOW
GOLDEN SENSATION
YELLOW BABE

LAVENDER
BLUE MOON
LAVENDER IRISHKA

PURPLE SKY
SILVER MIKADO

WHITE & CREAM
PORCELINA
VIVIANE!
WHITE MAJOLKA
WHITE MIKADO
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SPRAY ROSES

HOT PINK

GEM STAR

HOT MAJOLIKA

PURPLE IRISCHKA

HOT PINK FOLLIES

SPLENDID IRISCHKA

SUPER NOVA

PEACH

ANTARA FOLLIES

GIRLIE FOLLIES

ILSE

IRISCHKA

PETITE CHABLIS

SAHARA SENSATION

SWEET SARA
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ROYAL VICTORIAN ROSES

FREE SPIRIT

LOLA

SOLCY

SOULMATE!

UNDERCOVER
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DIANTHUS
KING GREEN BALL
DIANTHUS
AMAZON NEON CHERRY
DIANTHUS
AMAZON NEON PURPLE

DIANTHUS
SWEET CORAL
DIANTHUS
SWEET MAGENTA
DIANTHUS
SWEET PINK

DIANTHUS
SWEET PURPLE
DIANTHUS
SWEET PURPLE WHITE
DIANTHUS
SWEET SCARLET
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BELLRS OF IRELAND

BUPLEURUM

CRASPEDEA
PAINTBALL POP

ECUADORIAN CEDAR

ERYNGIUM
MAGICAL ANITA

ERYNGIUM
MAGICAL BLUE LAGOON

EUCALYPTUS
BABY BLUE

FRESH LAVENDER

LILY GRASS
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PITTOSPORUM

RUSCUS

SILVER CLOUD
DUSTY MILLER

SUNFLOWER
VINCENT’S CHOICE

VERONICA
SKYLER BLUE

VERONICA
SKYLER PINK

VERONICA
SKYLER WHITE
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